In the last decade three different data bank approaches have been developed that are intended to make electron-density examinations of large biologically important molecules possible. They rely on Bader's concept of transferability of submolecular fragments with retention of their electronic properties. Therefore, elaborate studies on the quantification of transferability in experiment and theory are still very important. Tripeptides of the type l-alanyl-X-l-alanine (X being any of the 20 naturally encoded amino acids) serve as a model case between amino acids and proteins. The two experimental electron-density determinations (l-alanyl-lhistidinyl-l-alanine and l-alanyl-l-phenylalanyl-l-alanine, highly resolved synchrotron X-ray diffraction data sets) performed in this study and theoretical calculations on all 20 different l-alanyl-X-l-alanine molecules contribute to a better estimation of transferability in the peptide case. As a measure of reproducibility and transferability, standard deviations from averaging over bond-topological and atomic properties of atoms or bonds that are considered equal in their chemical environments were calculated. This way, transferability and reproducibility indices were introduced. It can be shown that experimental transferability indices generally slightly exceed experimental reproducibility indices and that these larger deviations can be attributed to chemical effects such as changes in the geometry (bond lengths and angles), the polarization pattern and the neighboring sphere due to crystal packing. These effects can partly be separated from each other and quantified with the help of gas-phase calculations at optimized and experimental geometries. Thus, the degree of transferability can be quantified in very narrow limits taking into account experimental errors and chemical effects.
In the last decade three different data bank approaches have been developed that are intended to make electron-density examinations of large biologically important molecules possible. They rely on Bader's concept of transferability of submolecular fragments with retention of their electronic properties. Therefore, elaborate studies on the quantification of transferability in experiment and theory are still very important. Tripeptides of the type l-alanyl-X-l-alanine (X being any of the 20 naturally encoded amino acids) serve as a model case between amino acids and proteins. The two experimental electron-density determinations (l-alanyl-lhistidinyl-l-alanine and l-alanyl-l-phenylalanyl-l-alanine, highly resolved synchrotron X-ray diffraction data sets) performed in this study and theoretical calculations on all 20 different l-alanyl-X-l-alanine molecules contribute to a better estimation of transferability in the peptide case. As a measure of reproducibility and transferability, standard deviations from averaging over bond-topological and atomic properties of atoms or bonds that are considered equal in their chemical environments were calculated. This way, transferability and reproducibility indices were introduced. It can be shown that experimental transferability indices generally slightly exceed experimental reproducibility indices and that these larger deviations can be attributed to chemical effects such as changes in the geometry (bond lengths and angles), the polarization pattern and the neighboring sphere due to crystal packing. These effects can partly be separated from each other and quantified with the help of gas-phase calculations at optimized and experimental geometries. Thus, the degree of transferability can be quantified in very narrow limits taking into account experimental errors and chemical effects.
Introduction
About 20 years ago, Bader introduced the topological analysis of electron density %(r) (QTAIM = quantum theory of atoms in molecules) as a powerful tool for extracting quantitative chemical information from theoretically or experimentally derived %(r) (Bader, 1990) . The application of QTAIM has since developed into a widely accepted standard method (Coppens, 2005a,b) . The additivity of submolecular fragments to build up the whole system and the transferability of these fragments from one system to another with the fragment in the same chemical environment are the main propositions of the QTAIM. Bader stated that ' . . . the use of the zero-flux surface for the definition of an atom or functional grouping of atoms maximizes the extent of the transferability of its properties between systems, a characteristic essential to the role of the atomic concept in chemistry' and 'It is the purpose of the present discussion to explore the limiting case where a group is transferable with little or no change in its properties and, correspondingly, its perturbation of the remainder of the system is minimized' (Bader, 1990) .
This discussion is still ongoing and very important with regard to the data bank applications that have been developed in the last decade in the groups of Lecomte (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995; Jelsch et al., 1998) , Coppens (University at Buffalo Pseudoatom Data Bank = UBDB; Dominiak et al., 2007; Volkov et al., 2007) , and our group (Invariom data bank; Dittrich et al., 2004a Dittrich et al., ,b, 2006 . These data banks that are intended to make electron-density examination on proteins or other biologically important macromolecules possible by multipole parameter transfer (Volkov et al., 2006; Hansen & Coppens, 1978) rely on the transferability concept. Therefore, extensive studies on the quantification of transferability of bond-topological and atomic properties from experimental and theoretical data are still indispensable. The multipoles of model compounds that can be transferred to the macromolecule of interest are derived from experimental multipole modeling (Lecomte's approach), from theoretical calculations at experimental geometries within the UBDB, or from theoretical calculations at fully optimized geometries within the Invariom approach. In the Invariom data bank, only the nearest or next-nearest neighbor influence is assumed when choosing suitable model compounds Hü bschle et al., 2007) . The nearest-neighbor approximation (NNA) is used in most cases; the next-nearest-neighbor approximation (NNNA) is only used for delocalized systems such as the peptide bond, heavier atoms like S and P, and H atoms. For this study on transferability, we use the same approximations as in the Invariom data bank to judge whether the properties of two atoms or bonds have to be averaged or treated independently. The situation is simplified because all atoms in the peptide bond that are unequal to other atoms in the molecule in the NNNA are already unequal in the NNA. Also, O pep and O carbox are unequal in the NNA because they carry a different charge. Therefore, we always refer to the NNA in the following.
For the sake of clarity concerning the various statistical results of this study, we want to make a clear distinction between reproducibility and transferability. In the following, reproducibility describes the agreement of a property of the same atom or bond of the same compound in the same modification from different calculations or measurements. This way, reproducibility serves as a measure of experimental and/or methodological errors (McNaught & Wilkinson, 1997) . Transferability describes the agreement of a property of atoms or bonds in the same chemical environment within one molecule and/or within different compounds. As a measure of agreement, the standard deviation { ¼ ½ð1=n À 1Þ P n i¼1 ðx i À xÞ 2 1=2 } is used (McNaught & Wilkinson, 1997) .
In the electron-density field, it is common practice to consider, amongst others, the electron density % bcp and the Laplacian r 2 % bcp at a bond-critical point (b.c.p.) as bondtopological properties. As atomic properties, atomic volumes V 001 [%ðrÞ > 0.001 a.u. at each point r in an atomic basin] and atomic charges Q 001 are usually considered (Bader, 1990) . In transferability studies, the above-mentioned properties are averaged for atoms or bonds that are considered equal in terms of the NNA, providing a mean value and a standard deviation (Kalinowski et al., 2007) . The applied procedure is illustrated by the example scheme in Fig. 1 . Assume that transferability is to be examined for a class of compounds with n different types of bonds b 1 . . . b n . For each bond type b i , m i contributors (bonds that are considered equal in the NNA) to a property of the bond exist: b i1 , b i2 . . . b im i . Averaging over all m i values of the property of the bond type b i gives mean values and corresponding standard deviations b i ð i Þ. To obtain a transferability index trans for all n bonds, we average over all i of the class of compounds: trans ¼ ð1=nÞ P n i¼1 i . For a bond, trans is calculated for the properties % bcp and r 2 % bcp ; for an atom, trans is calculated for the properties V 001 and Q 001 . Accordingly, reproducibility indices rep can be obtained. Here, the contributors are identical Averaging procedure to gain the transferability index trans . In experimental studies, transferability and reproducibility cannot be separated from each other since experimental errors can never be avoided. If transferability is therefore examined with respect to reproducibility, one has a basis for chemical interpretations of differences and a justification for the application of multipole transfer using data bank approaches. Experimental studies on reproducibility are rare. Table 1 summarizes reproducibility indices derived from multiple experimental electron-density studies. If we average again over each column in Table 1 we obtain overall experimental o
rep;exp values which should serve in the following as a benchmark for the mean experimental error of each property (see last line in Table 1 ).
Reproducibility in terms of ab initio calculations depends on the variation of method and basis set. Flaig et al. (2002) carried out an extensive study on the reproducibility of bondtopological properties in serine using different methods (Hartree-Fock, B3LYP/ B3PW91 of density functional theory and MP2/ MP3/ MP4 of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory) and different basis sets (Pople basis sets with different numbers of diffuse and polarization functions). They found rep;theo (% bcp ) = 0.04 e Å À3 and rep;theo (r 2 % bcp ) = 3.1 e Å À5 . This study shall only hold as one example for numerous studies in the literature describing method and basis-set dependence of topological parameters. However, if one studies transferability between different systems using the same method and basis set, there should be no methodological error to be considered and any differences should be chemically interpretable. Therefore, we decided to use only one method and basis set [B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)] to concentrate on the effects of transferability. Mebs et al. (2006) summarized the experimental transferability results of the topological analysis of %(r) for the 16 amino acids for which multipole modelings on high-resolution X-ray diffraction data sets were carried out. They found trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.09 e Å À3 and trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 3.5 e Å À5 . As a first extensive work on transferability from theoretical calculations, Matta and Bader carried out a pilot study for all 20 genetically encoded amino acids (Matta & Bader, 2000 . The transferability indices they found for the mean values of the density %(r) and the Laplacian r 2 %(r) at the bond-critical point of all common bonds are trans;theo (% bcp ) = 0.02 e Å À3 and trans;theo (r 2 % bcp ) = 0.5 e Å À5 . For the atomic properties of all common atoms, they found trans;theo (Q 001 ) = 0.02 e and trans;theo (V 001 ) = 1.6 Å 3 . Dittrich et al. (2003) performed experimental studies on dipeptides resulting in trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.10 e Å À3 , trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 3.0 e Å À5 , trans;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.06 e and trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.4 Å 3 . No systematic theoretical study on dipeptides is available. However, studies on the transferability of multipole populations for some tripeptides exist (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995; Koritsanszky et al., 2002) and one study comparing the experimental bond-topological properties of the tripeptide tyrosylglycyl-glycine with other small peptides [ trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.09 e Å À3 and trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 2.6 e Å À5 ].
In recent years, we have entered into a systematic study on the class of tripeptides l-alanyl-X-l-alanine (AXA). Measurements of six different AXA tripeptides with X being l-alanyl (Rö del et al., 2006 ), l-tyrosyl (Cheçiń ska et al., 2006 , glycyl , l-prolyl (Kalinowski et al., 2007) , l-histidinyl (this study) and l-phenylalanyl (this study), have been performed. The measurements were carried out using different synchrotron beamlines at HASYLAB/ DESY in Hamburg and at the Swiss Light Source (PSI, Villigen) as well as using the in-house diffractometer (Mo K radiation, 2 kW Computer programs used: XDS (Kabsch, 1993) , SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 2008) , XD2006 (Volkov et al., 2006). sealed tube) at temperatures ranging from 100 to 9 K. Different integration and data reduction software routines had to be employed, but the multipole modeling strategy of the main chain was identical. In addition to the comparison of bond-topological and atomic properties between the tripeptides of the type AXA, the transferability of bond-topological and atomic properties of the middle amino acids histidine and phenylalanine between different molecule types is examined. Dipeptides and corresponding free amino acids were chosen as systems for comparison because effects upon peptide bond formation can be studied. The hydrogen-bonding networks and the electrostatic potentials were compared for the two tripeptides of this study [l-alanyl-l-histidinyl-l-alanine (AHA) and l-alanyl-l-phenylalanyl-l-alanine (AFA)], in addition to bond-topological and atomic properties. Moreover, theoretical calculations on the currently available experimental geometries were performed as well as theoretical calculations on optimized geometries of all 20 different AXA molecules with X being any of the genetically encoded amino acids.
Experimental

Data collection and density modeling
Data sets of AHA and AFA were measured at beamline F1 of storage ring DORIS III at HASYLAB/DESY in Hamburg. F1 is equipped with a Kappa-axis diffractometer and a marCCD 165 area detector. A wavelength of 0.5600 (2) Å was adjusted and the temperature was maintained at 100 K using an open-flow nitrogen cooling device. More than 150 000 reflections each could be measured to a resolution of 1.16 Å À1 . For more details on the measurements and the crystallographic data see Table 2 . 1 Integration, scaling and merging of data were carried out using the program XDS (Kabsch, 1988a (Kabsch, ,b, 1993 . The structures were solved with the program SHELXS (Sheldrick, 2008) . For AHA, the asymmetric unit consists of one molecule of the tripeptide, one molecule of 2-propanol and one molecule of water (see Fig. 2 ); for AFA, the asymmetric unit is composed of one molecule of the tripeptide and one molecule of N,N-dimethyl-formamide (see Fig. 2 ). Conventional spherical refinement was carried out using SHELXL (Sheldrick, 2008) to establish the starting positional and displacement parameters (anisotropic for non-H atoms, isotropic for H atoms) for the aspherical refinement steps. Anisotropic displacement parameters for H atoms can be obtained by a rigid-body approximation using the SHADE approach (Madsen, 2006) . We did not make use of this advantage because we wanted to enable a direct comparison to the earlier published data sets by maintaining the same refinement strategy.
For aspherical refinement the Hansen-Coppens multipole formalism (Hansen & Coppens, 1978) as implemented in the program XD2006 (Volkov et al., 2006) was used. The usage of chemical site symmetries and constraints in the main chain is identical for all tripeptides under discussion. The density model can be summarized as follows: local threefold (3) symmetry was imposed on the ammonium N atom N1 and on the methyl C atoms C7 and C8 which were additionally chemically constrained to each other; local mirror (m) symmetry was imposed on the atoms N2, N3, C2 and C4 in the peptide bond region; all other main-chain atoms (C1, O1, C3, O2, C5, C6, O3, O4) were refined without local site symmetry. For the rest of the non-H atoms in AHA (C9, C10, C11, C12, N4 and N5), m symmetry was applied. For AFA, m symmetry was imposed on C9, but two mirror planes and one twofold axis (mm2) were imposed on the C atoms of the phenyl group. All non-H atoms were treated up to the hexadecapole level of expansion, while monopoles and bond-directed dipoles were introduced for all H atoms. The expansion-contraction parameter was refined independently for all non-constrained ORTEP representation (Burnett & Johnson, 1996) of the 100 K structures of (a) AHA and (b) AFA at 50% probability; the atomnumbering scheme is also shown. atoms, but for H atoms optimized values = 1.13 and 0 = 1.29 were used (Volkov et al., 2001) . Charge transfer was allowed between tripeptide and solvent molecules but an electroneutrality constraint was applied for the asymmetric unit. All bonds involving H atoms were fixed to mean neutron diffraction values (Allen et al., 1992) . The figures of merit for data reduction and refinement are collected in Table  2 . To analyze the electron-density distributions obtained, the program XDPROP of the XD2006 program package (Volkov et al., 2006) Table 3 Bond-topological properties of AHA compared with HA and H (Coppens et al., 1999) derived from experiment. Labels according to Fig. 3 .
Labeling schemes of AHA, HA, H (first row) and AFA, GF, F (second row).
both AHA and AFA. The atomic volumes add up to 99.1% of the crystallographic volume of the asymmetric unit for both AHA and AFA. Further discussions concentrate on the tripeptides; the results for the co-crystallized solvent molecules, which behave as expected, are not considered further.
Theoretical calculations
Tripeptides of the type AXA (zwitterionic form) were computed, with X being any of the 20 naturally encoded amino acids. Starting geometries were chosen according to ideal -sheet structure. Subsequent geometry optimizations using the AMBER force field (Cornell et al., 1995) were performed with the program GAUSSIAN98 (Frisch et al., 1998) . At the AMBER optimized geometries, determinations of the wavefunctions were carried out at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory. Additionally, for the eight different molecules for which experimental coordinates after multipole modeling were available, determinations of the wavefunctions were carried out at the same level of theory at their experimental geometries. Topological analysis and integration of atomic properties were performed using the programs MORPHY98 (Popelier, 1996a,b) and AIM2000 (Biegler-Kö nig et al., 2001).
Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental results for AHA and AFA, comparison with histidine (H) and phenylalanine (F) in dipeptides and as free amino acids
The bond-topological and atomic properties derived for the two tripeptides of this study (AHA and AFA) are listed in Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6. The results are compared with the corresponding properties of the histidinyl (H) fragment and the phenylalanyl (F) fragment in dipeptides and as free amino acids. AHA is compared with l-histidinyl-l-alanine (HA) and dl-histidine (H) (Coppens et al., 1999) . Unfortunately, there is no experimental study on AH and, furthermore, for H atomic properties have not been published. AFA is compared with glycyl-dl-phenylalanine (GF) Dittrich et al., 2003) and l-phenylalanine (F) . There is no study on AF or FA, so GF was chosen because the difference is only one methyl group. For F, there is a zwitterionic and a cationic form in the asymmetric Table 5 Atomic properties of AHA compared with HA derived from experiment (V 001 and Q 001 refer to values cut at % = 0.001 a.u.). Labels according to Fig. 3 . Table 4 Bond-topological properties of AFA compared with GF Dittrich et al., 2003) and F  first/second line refer to zwitterionic/cationic form in the asymmetric unit) derived from experiment.
AHA HA
Atom labels
Labels according to Fig. 3 .
1.80 (2) À12.3 (1) 1.73 (2) À11.9 (1) 1.83 (7) À12.5 (3) 1.72 (7) À6.1 (2) C3-C9 1.58 (2) À9.5 (1) 1.62 (2) À7.0 (1) 1.70 (6) À10.4 (2) 1.74 (5) À10.0 (1) C9-C10 1.73 (2) À11.9 (1) 1.69 (2) À11.7 (1) 1.84 (4) À12.0 (1) 1.84 (4) À12.2 (1) C10-C11 2.10 (1) À16.3 (1) 2.18 (2) À20.1 (1) 2.24 (4) À18.2 (1) 2.24 (4) À18.2 (1) C11-C12 2.09 (1) À15.9 (1) 2.20 (1) À20.2 (1) 2.21 (1) À16.9 (1) 2.21 (1) À16.9 (1) C12-C13 2.10 (1) À16.4 (1) 2.21 (1) À20.6 (1) 2.20 (1) À16.7 (1) 2.20 (1) À16.7 (1) C13-C14 2.10 (2) À16.4 (1) 2.19 (1)
unit so that comparison with both forms is possible. The labeling schemes of all molecules that are compared with each other are given in Fig. 3 . For the following comparisons, the nearest-neighbor approximation (NNA) will be assumed (see x1). Two bonds are considered equal in the NNA if each atom of the first bond is equal in the NNA to its corresponding atom of the second bond. Therefore, not only the same bond in the three different molecule types (tripeptides, dipeptides, amino acids) is considered equal but there are also equal bonds within the same molecule, namely C1-C2 = C3-C4, C2-O1 = C4-O2, C2-N2 = C4-N3, N2-C3 = N3-C5, C6-O3 = C6-O4 in the main chain of the tripeptides and C10-C11 = C10-C15, C11-C12 = C12-C13 = C13-C14 = C14-C15 in the phenyl group of the F fragment. We note that the corresponding atoms were not subject to constraints in the multipole model. Thus, there are, for example, three values to be averaged for the bond type C -C pep , namely C1-C2(tripeptide), C3-C4(tripeptide), C3-C4(dipeptide). All standard deviations from the averaging procedures are averaged again to obtain the transferability indices trans;exp corresponding to the procedure outlined in Fig. 1 . If this is done in the row AHA, HA, H (Table 3 ) it results in trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.10 e Å À3 and trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 2.8 e Å À5 . The corresponding quantities in the row AFA, GF, F(zwitterionic), F(cationic) ( Table 1 ]. Thus, transferability is given in the F row but it is slightly reduced for the H row because the transferability index of the density at the b.c.p. (0.10 e Å À3 ) slightly exceeds the corresponding experimental overall reproducibility index (0.07 e Å À3 ). One possible explanation for this small difference between the F and the H row could be that the refinement strategy of the H molecule is different to that of HA and AHA as only octupole expansion was used as well as other 0 values for the non-H Atomic properties of AFA compared with GF Dittrich et al., 2003) and F  first/second line refer to zwitterionic/ cationic form in the asymmetric unit) derived from experiment (V 001 and Q 001 refer to values cut at % = 0.001 a.u.). Labels according to Fig. 3 . Table 3 are of lower quality than the F data sets in Table 4 and (ii) the existence of many more donor and acceptor groups for hydrogen bonding in the H fragment than in the F fragment (see Table 7 ) which is not accounted for in the NNA leads to greater differences for the H row in different crystalline environments. The effect of hydrogen bonds on the bond-topological and atomic properties of the acceptor and donor groups in the main chain of the tripeptides will be discussed later.
The transferability indices by means of bond parameters found here compare favorably with those found in the literature which were mentioned earlier (see Table 8 ).
Amazingly, the transferability indices are very close together regardless of which systems in the field of peptides are scrutinized or if different systems from amino acids to tripeptides are compared as was the case in this study. We note that the transferability indices seem to be slightly reduced compared with the overall experimental reproducibility indices concerning the density at the b.c.p. but not concerning the Laplacian at the b.c.p.
For the atomic properties, the NNA is also assumed and as for the bonds, not only the same atom in the three different molecule types (tripeptides, dipeptides, amino acids) is considered equal but there are also equal atoms within the same molecule (C1 = C3 = C5, C2 = C4, O1 = O2, N2 = N3, O3 = O4 in the main chain of the tripeptides, N3 = N5 in HA, N2 = N3 = N5 in AHA and C11 = C12 = C13 = C14 = C15 in the F fragment). An averaging procedure corresponding to that used for the bonds was applied (see Fig. 1 ). The resulting transferability indices for AHA and HA (Table  5 ) are trans;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.17 e and trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.8 Å 3 . For the corresponding atomic properties in the row AFA, GF, F(zwitterionic) and F(cationic) ( Table 6 ), trans;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.09 e and trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.7 Å 3 were obtained. These values again have to be compared with the experimental overall reproducibility indices [ o rep;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.12 e and o rep;exp (V 001 ) = 0.4 Å 3 ; last line in Table 1 ]. As for the bond-topological properties, the transferability indices found for the H and the F row are very close to the overall reproducibility indices. Table 7 Hydrogen-bonding pattern of AHA and AFA (for labeling see Fig. 2 ).
Labels
HÁ However, the degree of transferability is again slightly reduced. This may point to chemical differences of the H fragment and the F fragment in different molecules (amino acids without peptide bonds, dipeptides with one peptide bond, tripeptides with two peptide bonds) or differences of the crystal environment (hydrogen bonds, overall polarization, geometrical distortion, see below) that can be detected in the atomic parameters. There might be different reasons for the fact that transferability with respect to reproducibility is somewhat reduced in most studies for most bond-topological and atomic parameters. The NNA might not always be sufficient, even for atoms that are not in delocalized systems. Next-nearest neighbors should be accounted for if the chemical environment of the nearest-neighbor changes dramatically, for example in the case of the formation of N pep from N amm . Moreover, the intermolecular interaction pattern and crystal environment might have a non-negligible influence on the bond and atomic properties due, for example, to changes in the bond lengths, angles and conformation (Koritsanszky et al., 2002) so that new nearest neighbors and overall polarization effects would have to be accounted for. Fig. 4 shows the experimental electrostatic potentials of AHA and AFA on a molecular surface of % = 0.001 a.u giving an impression of the molecules' overall polarization patterns on this surface. The scales are adjusted to each other. The two molecules have a very similar molecular shape, but the polarization is quite different. For AHA, the polarization is moderate: the ammonium group is most positively polarized, the most negatively polarized region is around the N4 atom of the histidinyl residue where the hydrogen bond with the 2propanol molecule as the donor is present. AFA is much more strongly polarized: the ammonium group is positively polarized to a much higher degree than in AHA and the most negatively polarized region is the negatively charged carboxylate group. Strong differences in the polarization of the main chain as found here might be a reason for the reduction of the degree of transferability of atoms between the two different tripeptides that are equal in the NNA. These differences are not found for the theoretical electrostatic potentials which were obtained from AMBER optimized geometries in the gas phase, in which there are no intermolecular interactions. As Fig. 5 shows, the distribution of the electrostatic potentials on the molecular surfaces is nearly identical for AHA and AFA.
Here the ammonium group is most strongly positive, the carboxylate group is most strongly negative and there is a gradient between these two termini. Hence, the comparison between Figs. 4 and 5 makes the strong effect of intermolecular interactions visible and the importance of the crystallographic experiment especially for biological compounds where the understanding of intermolecular interactions is of key importance.
Similar differences in the experimental electrostatic potentials between tripeptide, dipeptide and free amino acid of the H or the F row as found above for two different tripeptides might also explain the reduction of transferability in these rows. The hydrogen-bonding patterns between tripeptide, dipeptide and free amino acid are different too, mainly because there are other solvent molecules in the crystal packing. AHA crystallizes with 2-propanol and water, HA crystallizes as dihydrate and H crystallizes without solvent molecules. AFA crystallizes with N,N-dimethyl-formamide, GF without solvent molecules and F with formic acid.
The hydrogen-bonding patterns of AHA and AFA are summarized in Table 7 . AHA exhibits nine classical donor-HÁ Á Áacceptor bonds and three C-HÁ Á Áacceptor bonds, whereas AFA exhibits only five classical donor-HÁ Á Áacceptor bonds but also five C-HÁ Á Áacceptor bonds. The AFA molecule can be divided into one half with donor functions and one half with acceptor functions which explains the strong polarization. This is not the case for AHA. MolIso representation of the theoretical electrostatic potential (isolated molecule) in e Å À1 derived from optimized geometries mapped on an isosurface of the electron density at % = 0.0067 e Å À3 (= 0.001 a.u.) of (a) AHA and (b) AFA.
Comparison of experimental results for AXA tripeptides
Eight different tripeptide molecules of the type AXA from seven different measurements are compared here: two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit of l-alanyl-l-alanyll-alanine (AAA; Rö del et al., 2006) , two different modifications of l-alanine-l-tyrosyl-l-alanine (AYA; Cheçiń ska et al., 2006), l-alanyl-glycyl-l-alanine (AGA ; Fö rster et al., 2006) , lalanyl-l-prolyl-l-alanine (APA; Kalinowski et al., 2007) and finally AHA and AFA of this work. The transferability indices for bond-topological and atomic properties of these eight different molecules are trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.08 e Å À3 , trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 2.7 e Å À5 , trans;exp (Q) = 0.11 e and trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.7 Å 3 . Again, these quantities should be compared with the benchmarking overall reproducibility indices (Table 1) : o rep;exp (% bcp ) = 0.07 e Å À3 , o rep;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 3.3 e Å À5 , o rep;exp (Q) = 0.12 e and o rep;exp (V 001 ) = 0.4 Å 3 . As found for the H and the F row and also several references (cf .  Table 8 ), the degree of transferability is slightly reduced because the density at the b.c.p. and the volume exceed the margins given by reproducibility. However, the deviations are small (0.01 e Å À3 for % bcp and 0.3 Å 3 for V 001 ) and exactly in the range always found in transferability studies. Table 8 summarizes all the mentioned experimental transferability studies from the literature and the three different experimental transferability studies from this work to obtain a reliable estimate for the general degree of transferability in electron-density studies in the peptide field as overall transferability indices: o trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.09 (2) e Å À3 , o trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 2.8 (4) e Å À5 , o trans;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.11 (4) e and o trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.7 (2) Å 3 . The results confirm that transferability is generally given in a range that is comparable to reproducibility. To find out why the degree of transferability slightly exceeds reproducibility in some cases, the independent bonds and atoms of the main chain of the tripeptides are examined in detail. Fig. 6 shows the mean values and the standard deviations of all bond-topological parameters for the independent main-chain bonds; Fig. 7 shows the same for the atomic parameters. Bonds shown in the same color are equal in the nearest-neighbor approximation (NNA). It is striking that transferability is given for all bonds (C pep -N pep , C -C pep , N pep -C , C -C carb ) and atoms (C pep , C , N pep , C carb ) in the rigid inner main chain because the standard deviations of all parameters are smaller or only negligibly larger than the margins from reproducibility. On the other hand, transferability is not given for all bonds (N amm -C , C pep -O pep , C carb -O carb ) and atoms (N amm , O pep , O carb ) in the termini containing heteroatoms and the peptide O atoms, because the densities at the b.c.p. and the volumes again exceed the margins given by reproducibility. The reasons are obvious. Firstly, these end groups are less rigid and their parameters might therefore be less accurately determined. Secondly, the charged termini are polarized strongly (compare Fig. 4) and are subjected to the strongest electrostatic interactions in the molecule that change the bond-topological and atomic parameters. Thirdly, these groups are donors and acceptors of classical hydrogen bonds that are not accounted for at averaging in the NNA. These results show that the concept of transferability is valid for peptide chains and deviations can be explained by chemical effects. In proteins, for which the data bank applications have mainly been developed, the percentage of charged termini in contrast to rigid main-chain atoms or bonds is reduced drastically compared with tripeptides. Therefore, the systematic error introduced by multipole population transfer is minimized. For peptide O atoms, for which the percentage in contrast to rigid main-chain atoms or bonds is not reduced, the NNA should be extended towards neighbor approaches accounting for H atoms of hydrogen bonds as new nearest neighbors.
Comparison of theoretical results from optimized geometries
Bond-topological and atomic properties derived from theoretical calculations with the same method and basis set should give the opportunity to concentrate on transferability because we assume that no methodological error can occur this way. This is why we have examined bond-topological and atomic parameters for all 20 different tripeptides of the type AXA. Gas-phase optimizations with the AMBER force field starting from ideal -sheet geometry were chosen because full ab initio geometry optimizations of zwitterions are challenging and can only be obtained satisfactorily by joint quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics calculations, e.g. with the ONIOM approach (Vreven et al., 2003) . The differences in the optimized geometries of the main chains between the different tripeptide molecules after AMBER optimization are negligibly small so that the influence of different bond lengths and angles can be discarded.
Theoretical transferability indices for bond-topological and atomic properties of these 20 different molecules are trans;theo (% bcp ) = 0.005 e Å À3 , trans;theo (r 2 % bcp ) = 0.14 e Å À5 , trans;theo (Q 001 ) = 0.019 e and trans;theo (V 001 ) = 0.29 Å 3 . As expected, the theoretical transferability indices are much smaller than the experimental ones, but they are not zero.
Thus, transferability is also not perfect in the gas phase without any intermolecular interactions and with identical geometries in the main chain. The differences must be attributed to chemical differences in the variable amino acid X and to chemical differences of the bonds or atoms in the same molecule that are considered equal but are next to a positive or a negative charge, respectively. These two effects influence the bond-topological and atomic parameters of the main-chain bonds or atoms. Therefore, the standard deviations shown above are the error one introduces by neglecting atoms further away from the atom or bond of interest in the nearest or next-nearest-neighbor approximations of the Invariom data bank approach. Figs. 8 and 9 show mean values and standard deviations of all bond-topological and atomic parameters for the independent main-chain bonds or atoms to evaluate whether a systematic effect is again striking: bond-topological and atomic properties show no features, the deviations are uniformly distributed. Therefore, no special chemical effects of termini or rigid inner bonds or atoms can be found. The variation of the middle amino acid leads to small changes of the bond-topological and atomic properties in each bond or atom of the main chain to the same extent so that perfect transferability is not given. However, it can also be clearly seen that the general concept of transferability in the NNA is properly fulfilled because the deviations are very small.
For averaging, the atom N2 and bonds incorporating N2 in the molecule APA are left out because N2 is in a different chemical environment and cannot be considered equal to N2 of other tripeptides in the NNA. This chemical effect can clearly be seen in the bond-topological and atomic properties: %ðbcp C2ÀN2 Þ = 2.238 e Å À3 , r 2 %ðbcp C2ÀN2 Þ = À25.41 e Å À5 , Mean values and standard deviations of atomic properties from theory at optimized geometries. First line: atomic charge Q 001 in e; second line: atomic volume V 001 in Å 3 . The same color indicates equality in the nearest-neighbor approximation. Values from 20 tripeptides of the type AXA derived from AMBER (Cornell et al., 1995) optimization and wavefunction calculation at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.
Figure 8
Mean values and standard deviations of bond-topological properties from theory at optimized geometries. First line: electron density % bcp in e Å À3 ; second line: Laplacian r 2 % bcp in e Å À5 . The same color indicates equality in the nearest-neighbor approximation. Values from 20 tripeptides of the type AXA derived from AMBER (Cornell et al., 1995) optimization and wavefunction calculation at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.
Q 001 (N2) = À0.985 e and V 001 (N2) = 10.96 Å 3 . These values differ from the mean values of C pep -N pep and N pep most strongly for the AXA row. Therefore, it can be concluded that upon ring formation in proline, N2 becomes less negatively charged and its volume decreases. Furthermore, the C2-N2 bond loses electron density and the Laplacian becomes less negative.
Comparison between experimental and theoretical results
In the preceding chapters, theoretical and experimental transferability indices have been discussed. The values are much smaller for theory and give hints of chemical effects. Now, the differences of the mean values found for the independent bonds and atoms of the main chain between theory at optimized geometries and experiment are to be discussed. For the most polar bonds, i.e. the C-O bonds, the deviations between experiment and theory are most pronounced. The density and the negative Laplacian values are significantly larger in experiment. This effect is known and is due to the insufficient flexibility of the radial functions used in the multipolar fitting procedure Henn et al., 2004) . Without C-O bonds, the mean differences are 4ð% bcp Þ = 0.09 e Å À3 , 4ðr 2 % bcp Þ = 3.2 e Å À5 , 4ðQ 001 Þ = 0.20 e and 4ðV 001 Þ = 1.9 Å 3 . These deviations are in the range commonly found in comparisons between experimental topological properties and those derived from gas-phase calculations (Grabowsky et al., 2007) .
The transferability indices from theoretical calculations at experimental geometries are trans;theoexp (% bcp ) = 0.03 e Å À3 , trans;theoexp (r 2 % bcp ) = 0.7 e Å À5 , trans;theoexp (Q 001 ) = 0.05 e and trans;theoexp (V 001 ) = 0.6 Å 3 . As expected, these deviations are in between those of the experimental case where the deviations are larger and the theoretical case with optimized geometries where the deviations are smaller. This can be seen in detail in Figs. 10 and 11 .
The differences of the transferability indices between theory at optimized geometries and theory at experimental geometries are 4 trans ð% bcp Þ = 0.025 e Å À3 , 4 trans ðr 2 % bcp Þ = 0.56 e Å À5 , 4 trans ðQ 001 Þ = 0.031 e and 4 trans ðV 001 Þ = 0.32 Å 3 . These differences are a measure of the impact of geometry changes on the bond-topological and atomic properties. As these values are quite large, it can be shown that geometry changes are a very important effect to change the bondtopological and atomic parameters.
Conclusion
High-resolution X-ray diffraction data sets of the tripeptides AHA and AFA at 100 K were measured at the synchrotron beamline F1 of HASYLAB/DESY. Electron-density modeling was carried out in the same way as was done for the other five existing data sets in the row AXA. Theoretical calculations on the experimental geometries of the tripeptides of these seven data sets and on AMBER optimized geometries of all 20 different tripeptides AXA were performed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory. For experiment and theory, bond-topological and atomic properties were derived to study the transferability of atomic fragments in the nearest-neighbor Mean values and standard deviations of atomic properties from theory at experimental geometry. First line: atomic charge Q 001 in e; second line: atomic volume V 001 in Å 3 . The same color indicates equality in the nearest-neighbor approximation. Values obtained as detailed in the legend of Fig. 10 .
Figure 10
Mean values and standard deviations of bond-topological properties from theory at experimental geometry. First line: electron density % bcp in e Å À3 ; second line: Laplacian r 2 % bcp in e Å À5 . The same color indicates equality in the nearest-neighbor approximation. Values from eight tripeptides AHA (this study), AFA (this study), two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit of AAA (Rö del et al., 2006) , two modifications of AYA (Cheçiń ska et al., 2006) , APA (Kalinowski et al., 2007) and AGA derived from wavefunction calculations at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory at experimental geometries. approximation (NNA). To have a basis for transferability considerations, studies on reproducibility of small molecules that were available in the literature were analyzed to give an estimate of the methodological or experimental error of X-ray diffraction experiment and multipole modeling. For this purpose, overall reproducibility indices were introduced which were found to be o rep;exp (% bcp ) = 0.07 e Å À3 , o rep;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 3.3 e Å À5 , o rep;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.12 e and o rep;exp (V 001 ) = 0.4 Å 3 for bond-topological and atomic properties (last line in Table 1 ) and which were used as benchmarks.
From experimental studies in the peptide field, it was found that the degree of transferability can be very reliably calculated to give overall transferability indices: o trans;exp (% bcp ) = 0.09 (2) e Å À3 , o trans;exp (r 2 % bcp ) = 2.8 (4) e Å À5 , o trans;exp (Q 001 ) = 0.11 (4) e and o trans;exp (V 001 ) = 0.7 (2) Å 3 (last line in Table  8 ). These values can therefore generally be used as a good estimate for the degree of transferability in experimental electron-density studies. They are very close to the reproducibility margins and show that transferability is given in very narrow limits. However, as the transferability indices of the densities at the bond-critical points and the atomic volumes exceed the margin of reproducibility, chemical effects were looked for that lower the degree of transferability with respect to reproducibility. Crystal packing effects are responsible for these differences mainly in terms of geometrical deformations, intermolecular interactions like hydrogen bonds and different polarization patterns. An increase in the degree of transferability might therefore be reached by introducing next-nearest neighbors to account for polarization effects and further nearest neighbors to account for hydrogen bonds.
To separate different effects that influence the degree of transferability, theoretical gas-phase calculations were performed. At optimized geometries in the gas phase, no crystal packing effects occur and also geometrical distortions by packing forces are not present. Even so, transferability is not perfect as the standard deviations are not negligible but much smaller than in the experimental case. As long as it is assumed that no methodological errors are introduced when the method and basis set are not varied, these differences can therefore only be attributed to the chemical differences in the vicinity of the positively or negatively charged termini and in the middle amino acids X. Thus, the theoretical transferability indices [ trans;theo (% bcp ) = 0.005 e Å À3 , trans;theo (r 2 % bcp ) = 0.14 e Å À5 , trans;theo (Q 001 ) = 0.019 e and trans;theo (V 001 ) = 0.29 Å 3 ] show how large the errors are that are introduced when influences of atoms further apart are neglected in the NNA. Theoretical calculations at experimental geometries gave the possibility to quantify the impact of geometrical differences on bond-topological and atomic properties.
It was shown in this study that transferability in the peptide case is valid in very narrow limits and is a reliable basis for data bank applications. However, it could also be shown that chemical effects that lower the degree of transferability are present in the crystal but can be accounted for in the individual case. This study was based on bond-topological and atomic properties as these values are the most commonly used ones to describe molecules in electron-density studies.
However, there are other approaches that describe atomic transferability in a less practical but more general way by integrating isosurfaces of molecular properties (Popelier et al., 2004) . It is therefore planned in the future to repeat this study on tripeptides with other measures of transferability and other ways of determining the electron density (Jayatilaka & Dittrich, 2008) to obtain a better overview on the nature of transferability.
